We report on the design of a refracting prism array for use in a computational lensless imaging system. The technique discussed enables creation of a refracting element that maximizes signal on a detector region. Examples of pseudo-random prism arrays for the generation of images are provided. The pseudo-random prism array is compared to a randomly oriented prism array and the advantages of the optimal scattering element are highlighted.
INTRODUCTION
Imaging systems using random scattering elements have been designed in the literature.
1, 2 Random scattering, however, does not maximize collected photons on a detector plane. We describe the design of a pseudo-random prism array with independent facets to enable maximizing photon collection on a detector region. With such an element, higher signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) can be achieved with lensless imaging systems, therefore increasing reconstructed image quality.
PRISM ARRAY ELEMENT FOR COMPUTATIONAL IMAGING
Prism arrays that act as random refracting elements can be utilized as the primary optical element within a lensless computational imaging system. Such lensless systems can be used in encryption, optical tags and seals, and compressive imaging devices. We consider a simple system with collimated light incident upon a plane parallel interface that then refracts through a prism face. Fully random scattering elements can result in significant reduction in collected photons on the detector plane. This photon loss can be rectified through the design of a pseudo-random prism array where the facets are chosen from a subset of facet orientations that result in light being refracted towards the detector. In this problem we desire to find the Z vertex values, and thus the prism facet angle, of every individual prism within a larger prism array such that light passing through the centroid of the prism facet will refract to a user defined location on the detector plane.
CALCULATION OF OPTIMAL FACET ANGLES
Given a triangular prism facet, material indices of refraction, detector spatial location, and desired ray intercept position, a closed-form solution defining the Z vertex heights of the prism facet can be found such that light is refracted to the desired detector location. This closed-form solution exists as long as total internal reflection conditions are not met by the prism array elements. To find this configuration we fix the centroid as well as the X and Y components of the individual facet vertices. Fixing the X and Y components of the facet vertices restricts the size and location of the prisms within the prism array. Keeping these parameters constant enables calculating a unique solution for the three Z vertex values that refract a ray to a desired detector location. Figure  1 shows a diagram of the variables used within these calculations. This figure illustrates the detector intercept vector, d, from the centroid location, c, generated by the prism vertices, P , and the incident ray, I.
We initially select a generalized region the size and shape of the detector being used. A random number generator is used to select the X and Y spatial coordinates of the intercept on the detector from within this (P 1x , P 1y , P 1z ) (P 2x , P 2y , P 2z ) (P 3x , P 3y , P 3z ) The cyan region is defined as the prism facet and composed of three vertices, P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 , the facet centroid, c x , c y , and c z , incident ray, I x , I y , and I z , and user desired normalized detector intercept vector, d x , d y , and d z .
detector region at a fixed detector distance. The detector intercept vector is then calculated between the desired detector location and the facet centroid. The detector intercept vector is then normalized to be a unit vector. We then calculate an intermediate set of variables using the detector intercept unit vector, with the incident ray scaled by the index of refraction ratio of the material,
where I is the incident vector, n 1 and n 2 are the refractive indices of the material and atmosphere, respectively, and d is the desired detector intercept unit vector. Next, the prism facet surface normal vector must be obtained to obtain the necessary Z heights of the vertices. The normal vector is represented as,
The normal vector equations above function under the assumption that the normal vector is a unit length normal vector in order to provide a restriction on the solution. To utilize the normal vector in the calculations of the heights of the vertices, the normal vector must be scaled appropriately. The appropriate scale factor can be found using the definition of the normal vector as the cross product of perpendicular surface vectors. Taking the vectors between points P 1 and P 2 , and P 2 and P 3 , the Z component of the normal vector is obtained as N z scaled . The normal vector is then scaled to obtain a vector proportional to the prism vectors,
where P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 denote the three vertices composing an individual prism facet. Once the scaled normal vector has been obtained the three Z vertex values can be calculated using equation 5 to create a condensed variable set, and equation 6 to ultimately solve the desired Z vertex parameters, (a, b, c, d) = (P 1y − 2P 2y + P 3y , −P 1x + 2P 2x − P 3x , P 1x + P 2x − 2P 3x , P 1y + P 2y − 2P 3y )
where c z is the constant mean Z height of the individual prism facet and must be selected prior to calculation. In these equations, P 1z is calculated last due to its dependence on P 2z and P 3z .
IMPLEMENTATION OF PSEUDO-RANDOM PRISMS
Pseudo-random prisms can be generated for various tasks using this methodology. The dimensions of the detector can be provided and ray positions randomly selected from these dimensions. This provides random scattering on the detector while maximizing SNR compared to random selection of Z vertex heights. An example of this use for a pseudo-random prism is shown in figure 2 (a) . A prism could also be generated to focus to a point of arbitrary size on the detector. This can be used to generate a prism array with properties similar to a Fresnel lens as shown in figure 2 (b). Figure 2 : (a) shows a pseudo-random prism array designed to focus to a random region within a user defined plane, and (b) shows a similar prism array designed to focus to a point. Intercept locations on the detector plane are marked as black dots.
The prism arrays can be created to allow for nontraditional optical elements. For instance, an arbitrary shape can be chosen as the region to which rays are permitted to refract. This allows the pseudo-random prism arrays to create complex patters on an arbitrary plane. Figure 3 (a) shows a model of the pattern restricted pseudo-random prism array. This model was generated as a CAD file, exported into Zemax and a non-sequential optical ray trace was performed. Figure 3 (b) shows the resulting pattern measured on the simulated detector array within Zemax. Figure 3: (a) shows a pseudo-random scattering element that has been restricted in the design process such that rays are aimed towards a user defined pattern, and (b) shows the resulting Zemax non-sequential optical ray trace using the pseudo-random array.
Evaluation of random versus pseudo-random prism array efficiencies
A random scattering element was created and simulated inside a Zemax non-sequential optical ray trace tool. Collimated illumination was incident upon the scattering element and energy was collected at a 100 mm by 100 mm surface placed 12 mm from the scatterer. The results of this simulation are shown in figure 4 (a) . A pseudo-random scattering element was then created that directed energy towards a standard detector with a size of 4.8 mm by 3.6 mm located 12 mm from the scatterer. The pseudo-random scatterer was then simulated in the Zemax simulation tool using a non-sequential ray trace. The results of this simulation are shown in figure 4 (b). Figure 4: (a) shows the irradiance measured on the detector plane of a simple collimated setup using a random scattering transparent optical element composed of BK7 glass, and (b) shows the irradiance measured on the detector plane for a pseudo-random scatterer designed to focus energy to a 4.8 mm by 3.6 mm detector. Figure 5: Encircled energy measured from a Zemax simulation using a random scattering array shown in red, compared to the encircled energy for a pseudo-random array generated using knowledge of detector position and size data. The pseudo-random system captured 78.3% more energy at a 5.5 mm circle diameter than the random scattering system. The random scattering element shows low efficiency, and thus reduced system SNR. Using the mathematics outlined previously, it is possible to create pseudo-random scattering optical surfaces composed of simple prisms. Constraining these pseudo-random arrays to realistic detector size and position parameters enables the collection of additional photons, and thus increased system SNR.
Prism arrays that scatter signal away from the detector provide no usable information to the system. Constrained pseudo-random arrays improves system efficiency by assuring that all facets will result in collected photons.
FUTURE WORK
This work can be extended in several directions. First, work can be developed in the application of the pseudorandom prism arrays in uncollimated, polychromatic computational imagers. Using these optimal scatterers, the signal to noise ratio can be significantly improved, thus increasing likelihood of successful image reconstructions.
This work can also be expanded the creation of highly specialized dense point spread function non-imaging devices. These surfaces may provide a hardware method to pre-process data collected from a traditional imaging device for use by machine learning and deep learning classification algorithms. The pseudo-random prism array design process can be extended to create physically realizable versions of desired measurement matrices.
Finally, techniques to generate such pseudo-random prism arrays can be investigated. Techniques such as twophoton 3D printing show significant promise to create complex, optical quality surfaces. Future investigations will examine the feasibility and SNR increase gained by generating pseudo-random surfaces using this manufacturing method.
SUMMARY
We have described the creation of a prism array that refracts collimated light onto a user defined region within the detector array. The patterns to which input illumination are reflected can vary based on detector size and location. This optimal refraction enables higher signal-to-noise ratio for use with lensless computational imaging elements or compressive sensors. The pseudo-random prism array is shown to improve collected signal by 78.3% when compared with a method that randomly selects prism vertex height. This work can be extended by examining non-collimated cases, adding micro-lens elements to prism surfaces for additional efficiency, and investigating methods of generation using two-photon 3D printing systems.
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